Solutions for
Manufacturing & Logistics

Asset Tracking and Security
Inventory and Yard Management
Automated RTI Tracking and Labeling
Operator Instructions and Reporting

www.omni-id.com

Omni-ID
Identify with innovation
Paperless Productivity

Think about all of the paperless technology you have come to rely on in your personal life which dramatically improves efficiency, but has never been applied to operations in cyclic applications at your workplace… we enable real savings in the enterprise by applying our leading technology in e-paper, mobility integration and RFID combined with domain knowledge coded into integrated software solutions.

Production Flow
Tagging assets allows production tracking in real time. Visual tags add the benefit of dynamic work instructions at each step and elimination of paper. Electronic e-boards allow graphs, metrics and shift instructions to be displayed persistently.

Optimize Supply Chain
Tagging returnable transport items (RTI) enables you to see inventory, cycle times, bottlenecks and supply chain constraints clearly. Visual tags eliminate labeling costs and allows instructions to be shown in real time. Locate assets, record history prevent theft, streamline picking and more.

Asset Management
Track tool use, service history, flag calibration needs and re-order timing automatically. Visual tags can be used for work instructions to be updated dynamically on tool or at a jig for real efficiencies. Take inventory instantly. Link to operator worn tags to enhance accountability.

Warehouse
Take inventory as often as you wish to improve accuracy and reduce shrinkage. Locate misplaced parts. Generate manifests and check shipment accuracy automatically. Eliminate paper, expensive printers and label machines with dynamic, wireless labeling right on the assets.

Visit www.omni-id.com to learn more about the complete line of Omni-ID RFID products.
Pro-VIEW™ Asset & Work Flow Management System:
Our advanced controller, reader and server framework can scale from a single workstation to an entire supply chain seamlessly, hosting in the cloud for you as desired. A library of plug-in modules and our extensive application partner program provides functionality for everything you need to do, including advanced mobile apps… all from one source with complete security built in.

Visit www.omni-id.com to learn more about the complete line of Omni-ID RFID products.

YOUR COMPETITORS ARE INTEGRATING PAPERLESS TECHNOLOGY RIGHT NOW… ARE YOU MAXIMIZING YOUR PRODUCTIVITY?

Visit www.omni-id.com to learn more about the complete line of Omni-ID RFID products.
About Omni-ID

Solutions for Real World Applications

Known for consistently setting industry standards, Omni-ID is the original inventor and patent-holder of the on-metal tag. Today, Omni-ID has dramatically expanded to become not only the leading developer and global supplier of high performance, highly durable, RFID tags used to improve workflow, asset tracking and management, but to architecting RFID solutions for Fortune 500 companies around the globe.

In 2012, the company launched the world’s first visual tagging system – providing not only the ability to track assets; but dynamic, readable instructions right on the tag, completely changing the auto-identification industry landscape.

From improving inventory and supply chain management, to compliance and real time visual instructions – Omni-ID’s versatile family of products enables complete end-to-end asset tracking and management solutions in some of the harshest environments on earth.

Omni-ID’s network of technology partners and system integrators is one of the largest in the RFID industry. With its history of technology innovation and leadership Omni-ID’s experienced team of implementation experts can architect the right auto-ID solution for you – software, hardware, middleware and RFID physics – from start to finish.

- Auto-ID integration with your existing enterprise software
- Provide a complete solution and implementation plan for your specific asset management requirements
- RFID Physics: Selecting RFID readers, antennas and other RFID hardware, hardware system design, antenna placement and installation

Omni-ID’s award-winning, patented technologies excel in solving tracking and identification challenges with unprecedented accuracy for customers in the Manufacturing, Supply Chain, Oil & Gas, Energy, IT Asset Management and Tool & Rental Equipment industries.